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Movie posters, Reviews and More: 2. Natural Selection 2 - Takedown The first fight for the colonies starts as they head back to
the mothership. The new colony ship in deep space has been destroyed by Xenomorphs. The H.E.A.T. team, led by Kane, and a
group of trained troops, led by Parker, are sent to clear out the facility. Marooned on the facility with his crew, Kane is soon
approached by a survivor, who offers to help free the rest of his people. Meanwhile, Parker's crew fights through Xenomorphs
to discover who is hiding inside a cryo-pod. 3. Natural Selection 2 - The Last Stand The battle to stop the alien invasion of the
mothership begins. H.E.A.T. teams, led by Kane and Parker, are sent to rescue survivors of the mothership destruction, but
Kane's group is ambushed by the new xenomorphs. Parker and his crew are sent into the base where the previous attack
occurred. Meanwhile, Kane fights off a group of xenomorphs who are attacking the cryo-pod where they rescued the people on
the destroyed colony ship. 4. Natural Selection 2 - Denied The battle between humans and aliens takes a more desperate turn
when the first of an alien race known as the Drones, take control of the facility's science lab and begin to convert their subjects
into xenomorphs. With nowhere to run, Kane leads his team in a last-ditch assault on the lab. Meanwhile, Parker's team is
attacked by an elite squad of Xenomorphs. Parker and his team attempt to find a way out of the lab, but find themselves
cornered. 5. Natural Selection 2 - Chasing Ice Kane and Parker find themselves cornered by a Xenomorphs that has taken
control of the entire facility. 6. Natural Selection 2 - Strapped The newest H.E.A.T. team is brought in to assist with the battle
against the aliens. With nobody left to trust, Kane, Parker, and the new team fight to survive until reinforcements arrive. 7.
Natural Selection 2 - Exile The alien invasion is beginning to spread out across the planet, with the H.E.A.T. team trapped on a
communications outpost that is quickly overrun by Xenomorphs.
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"Mubarakan" is one of the most famous songs in Afghanistan. It has become part of modern Afghan culture. . Translation of the
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